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MOOC on SDGs
Index of Information Availability to the Public on the Institutional management of SAIs

1. Comparative analysis of availability of information

2. Medium level of availability of information to stakeholders

3. Capacities and innovations have been evidenced

4. Ongoing process
Citizens engagement projects

Virtual guide on citizen participation in audit processes
http://www.efsyciudadania.org

Pilot experience in SAI Bolivia

Project to develop and implement a communication strategy
SDGs App

Infraestructura y tecnología

Frontend
- HTML
- CSS
- JavaScript
- React
- Redux
- Semantic UI
- Node.js
- Express
- SENTRY

Versionado
- GitHub

Service Web
- Netlify
- Heroku
- Cloudinary

Tecnología Backend
- Java
- Spring Boot
- MySQL
- PostgreSQL

Bases de datos

React Native
- Expo

17 OBJETIVOS PARA TRANSFORMAR NUESTRO MUNDO

OLACEFS
Coordinated audits on SDGs

- SDGs (2017-2018)
- Renewable energies (2018-2019)
- Borders governance (2017-2018)
- Protected areas (2019-2020)

- Road works (2015-2017); Public housing (2015-2016)
- Education indicators (2015-2016)
- Water resources (2013-2014)
Coordinated audits on SDGs

What elements define an audit as an SDG related audit?
WHAT DO WE NEED?
• Capacity building
• Regional support
• E-learning platform
Muchas gracias